Product Brief

emMODULAR-48-8:

Modular 48x25G emSFP slots with 8x100G aggregation ports frame
The Embrionix’s emMODULAR aggregation
frame can houses 48 emSFP IP processing
modules within a single RU space.
The aggregator allows IP flows to be routed
inside the frame or within an IP system
through eight 100GE aggregation ports.
The frame can be used for bulk gateway
conversion, simple IP signal aggregation or
any other IP signal processing functions.
The emMODULAR uses an IT base
technology adapted for real-time highly
mission critical broadcast application.

The system can be configured with a complete segregation of
two independent networks providing full support of ST2022-7 to
the modules. The aggregator comes with the supports of PTP
(boundary clock mode).

KEY DIFFERENTIATING FACTORS
✓ 48 emSFP slots, with processing capacity of up to 96 channels per RU
✓ Modular platform using hot swappable emSFP modules
✓ Support of multiple encapsulation formats such as ST2022 and ST2110
✓ High bandwidth aggregation pips

APPLICATIONS
✓ IP Signals Monitoring: Can provide 96 3G/HD-SDI or 48 HDMI destination to your monitors.
✓ Bulk Gateway Conversion: Can convert up to 96 SDI signals from or to IP.
✓ IP Signals aggregation: Can aggregated signals from 48 IP (10/25GE) devices to your network.
✓ IP Processing: Can be used as a multi-channel processing device. Can accommodate up to 48
quad split processors in a single RU.
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APPLICATION DIAGRAM

SPECIFICATIONS
System
I/O Ports:
PTP:
Power Supply
AC Main Input:
Power
Consumption:
Physical
Dimensions:
Weight:

(48) emSFP or SFP28 10/25GE
(8) QSFP28 100GE
Boundary clock mode

Input Range: 100-127v and 200-240v
165w

1.75” (43.8mm) H x 17.24” (438mm) W x 17” (436mm) D
18.8lb (8.52kg)
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